
















RULES BASED ON NOUN



RULES BASED ON NOUN



CLIMATE VS WEATHER





1- After retired she spent (1)/ most of

her time in teaching young (2)/

doctors and motivating them (3)/

to work in rural areas (4)

(1)‘After retired’ की जगह ‘After 

retirement’ या ‘After retiring’ 

होगा।



2- The Professor tried (1)/his best to

clear all (2)/ their doubts on the

subject (3)/ after his lecturing.(4)

2. (4) ‘after his lecturing’ की जगह

‘after his lecture’ होगा।



3- There was a huge (1)/crowded 

in front (2)/ of  the actor’s (3)/ 

house on his birthday. (4)

3. (2) ‘Crowded’ की जगह ‘crowd 

(Noun) होगा।



4- Reena came early on (1)/Monday

because she had (2)/to plan out the

team’s schedule (3)/ for the whole

weeks. (4)

4. (4) ‘for the whole weeks’ की 

जगह ‘for the whole week’ होगा।



5- All this document (1)/have been 

destroyed (2)/in the fire (3)/which 

occurred last month (4)

5. (1) ‘All this document’ की जगह 

‘All these documents’ होगा।



6- I like (1)/ the poetries (2)/ of 

Byron and Shelley. (3)/No 

error (4)

6. (2) ‘Poetries’ की जगह ‘ poems’ 

या ‘poetry’ होगा।



7- The manager put forword (1)/ 

a number of criterons (2)/ for 

the post (3)/No error (4)

7. (2) ‘critereons’ की जगह ‘criteria’ 

होगा।



8- The Bomb caused (1)/extensive 

damage of (2)/ the surrounding 

buildings. (3)/No error (4).

8. (2) ‘extensive damage of’ की 

जगह ‘extensive damage to’ 

होगा



9- The devastating experience (1)/ of

many was taught some countries (2)/

the necessary of pursuing peace (3)/ at

the expense of nationalist egos.(4)

9. (3) ‘necessary’ (Adj) 

की जगह 

‘necessity’(Noun) होगा।



10- The Infection which causes (1)/ gums

to bleed and teeth to fall out (2)/ results

from the build-up of (3)/ a particular

bacteria that is common to most mouths.

(4)
10. (4) ‘bacteria’(Plural) की जगह 

bacterium (Singular) होगा।




